Introduction

Jokela and Coutts (2014) write that “One may not ordinarily connect art and design with the North.” However, they observe that Art in the North “has always been about individual creativity, problem solving and encouraging alternative ways of seeing the world.” The purpose of this bilingual project is to document a personal journey with two remarkable individuals Ruthelle and Elaine Kingeekuk from Savoonga, Alaska on St. Lawrence Island. This journey tells the story of their sewing, art, culture, creativity, stories, and way of life.

The literature chronicling women sewing on St Lawrence Island is limited (Jones, 1982; Dickey & Lee, 1999). In 1982, Jones edited a book entitled *Eskimos Dolls* that combines an essay by Susan W. Fair and photographs by Rob Stapleton and Chris Arend. This definitive text documents the doll-making styles of the Inupiaq, Siberian Yup’ik, and Yup’ik cultural regions of Alaska. The book offers exquisite photography of dolls made by twenty different doll makers as well as photos of the doll makers themselves. Dickey and Lee (1999) also surveyed the many uses of dolls and human figurines in Alaska native cultures. Searching the *Alaska Digital Archives* provided historical photos of objects from the region of two villages (Savoonga and Gambell) on St. Lawrence Island. Despite these excellent contributions to the literature, more critical studies of sewing stories would be useful.
About St. Lawrence Island and Sewing Art

St. Lawrence Island is located west of mainland Alaska in the Bering Sea, just south of the Bering Strait. The island is part of Alaska but closer to the Chukchi Peninsula in the Russian Far East. It is inhabited by Siberian Yupiks who engage in hunting, fishing, and reindeer herding in order to survive. Sewing and doll making plays an important role in women's daily activities. Different sewing styles and techniques are used to create clothes, objects, toys, and dolls. The process first begins with the preparation of raw materials (skins, guts, sinews, furs) including dyeing those materials with organic or commercial substances. Once completed, sewing begins using a variety of stitches for different purposes. Waterproof stitches are used primarily for boots, guts raincoat, and skin-boat. Decorative stitches are used for embellishments and appliqués are used on balls, dolls, ornaments, gut baskets, hunting or tobacco bags, gloves, and clothes. Each sewer develops their unique pattern of designs that is passed on to the next generation.

Beginning of A Learning Journey

My own story began fifteen years ago in 2003 when I first met Elaine Kingeekuk at the Alaska Native Heritage Center during that year’s Holiday Bazaar. I acquired two beautiful ornaments made of bleached sealskins and polar bear furs. Elaine used an embroidery technique to illustrate a hunter’s head with a traditional Siberian Eskimo head dressing and tattoo on the face. These ornaments represented an ancestor who was a great hunter specializing in spear throwing. The detailed crafting of the ornaments is stunning and the story behind the objects was even more riveting. Later, I had the opportunity to get to know her mother Ruthelle who died in 2007. With her passing, one of the few remaining women from Savoonga who had first-hand knowledge of sewing the traditional skin boat was lost.

This project provides a significant firsthand account of women’s sewing art. Stories are presented both in English and Siberian Yupik. This bilingual format is helpful because many cultural elements (and stories) are rooted in the local language which cannot be fully translated into another language.

Objects That Tells Stories

To honor Ruthelle’s wisdom, inspiration, and commitment to her people and culture, Elaine and I began this journey together. Consequently, this project is neither anthropological research nor a linguistic exercise. Rather, it documents personal interactions and friendships with a native family by exploring the beauty of their work.
I want to begin the project with a photo of Elaine with tools and materials she used for her sewing. Through the years, I felt privileged to learn their way of living and especially their connection to the land and the animals. I remember Elaine told me once how respectful they are to the materials because it was a sacrifice from animal to human. One of the examples is collecting ivory dust during the carving and finding a way of using it. Looking at the sea ice on the baleen base it was made out of the ivory dust. If they cannot find further ways of using the materials, they would dig a hole, bury the land animal, and take the sea animal back to the ocean.

**Tools and Materials**

- Pelluk  Seal Scraper
- Ughvik  Gut Scraper
- Sikuq    Ivory Needle
- Tekeq    Thimble
- Ughtinghaq  Dyed Sealskin
- Uygaaq  Bleached Sealskin
- Ivaalu  Sinew
- Nateghqaq  Mukluk Sole
- Imlaa  Unborn Sealskin (inside out)
- Ayveghem ighneghllugi  Walrus Gut
- Nanum ighneghllugi  Polar Bear Gut
- Maklagut  Seal Gut
- Siighnaq  Walrus Stomach
Qiipaghaapiwasqughhaat

taghnughhagghwaasqughhastun tamaakustun
angkalghiit, Barbiestun ulimaqqeqkanggi
eltughaghhminun. Taawa kingulighpigaq
kuusmenaqeqftuq whangkunni, tunqughiinkung
whangkutungllu aghnaghteghllakaaghngaamttung
whangkutungllu. Taghnughhaqnalutung.
Kuusmenghan agaghtiiraghqaaluki
pagitaghaameng pilgusqellutung eltughaghhminun
maligullutung. Esgha tamaakenllu aatkighluku
taghaghwangllaghnaaluni pimayalghhi.
Ayumightastun ayaqenghilngughmeng. Tawaaten
1920s-tun pilugugngalghiistun.

She used to make tiny Barbie-doll sized
qiipaghaqs (cloth parka covers, kuspuk) for her
granddaughters. On her last Christmas with us, she
gave both Herminia and I those little qiipaghaqs like
the ones she made for her granddaughters. I think
she wanted us to be her little girls again. Then we
would have something to treasure and use them for
Christmas decorations to remember her. She had
also planned to make dolls with cloth clothing, not
like the old style but more like in the 1920s.

Herminia’s Reflection

It was a nice visit with Ruthelle during a very cold evening in
December 2005. At that point she was undergoing a medical
treatment for her kidney disease. She was not feeling well because
of her medication and hardly was able to sleep. She wanted to do
something to keep her mind occupied. The night before my visit, she finished several full size St. Lawrence
Island style kuspuk, and at least 6 tiny little Barbie-doll sized kuspuk. We were chatting about the design
and she told me how much she missed her granddaughters back home. She was giggling about how popu-
lar her Barbie-doll sized traditional kuspuk were among little girls, and then she said, “Why don’t you keep
two as my gift to you, and some for Elaine.” I was speechless. I gave her a big hug and told her I would put
them on my “Christmas tree,” and cherish them in my heart. Suddenly, I saw myself as one of those little
girls in the village standing and cheering for her little kuspuk.
This is another way my mother made hair barrettes like this man on kayak. She sewed the kayaker with small stitches on blue leather, used bleached sealskin to make the kayak, mitten, hunting bag, harpoon, hook, and paddle, and sinew thread for the rope. He has sealskin parka with sealskin ruff, and his seal pole was made out of sealskin as well. All around the barrette, she used threads and beads to sew on the back, and added the hairclip there, too. I never have seen another one like this she made. She always had brilliant ideas to make things different for people so they would be attracted to these ideas. Just like the one here. She made this type of design similar to when she made parkas or boot trims.

**Herminia’s Reflection**

*When I acquired this piece, I was stunned by its artistic presentation. Ruthelle used two different blue color leathers to create the horizon line for the water. It is very clever. The realistic details of the kayoker were even more impressive. Somehow you feel you are there with him searching for seals.*
Long ago, when we were kids, my mother told us that she used to make kayaker like you see in the picture. Sometime she would make the body out of ivory with sealskin rug, sealskin mittens, and seal pole. She used ivory for this harpoon and sinew for his ropes. His kayak was made of bleached sealskin. Sometimes, she would make the kayaker that would go in and out of the kayak with stuffed body, sealskin face, clothes with gut parka, sealskin pants, and boots. Other times, she would make the kayaker with all sealskin clothing.

**Herminia’s Reflection**

When I was first getting to know Ruthelle, I did not know she was also a carver. Look at this piece, the intricate details, and three-dimensional approach. I now know where she got the inspiration that you will find in the next story.
Aqeftaghaaq

Aqeftaghaaq /
Walrus Stomach Basket (2006)
3 ¼ (H) x 5 ½ (W)
Walrus Stomach, Seal Gut,
Polar Bear Fur, Seal Fur,
Dyed Seal Gut

This sewing basket was made out of walrus stomach. It has red and blue dyed seal gut for the trim. It also has red and blue dyed seal gut circles for the design.

Aqeftaghaaq /
3 ½ (H) x 3 ¾ (W)
Polar Bear Gut, Polar Bear Fur,
Dyed Seal Gut

This basket is made of polar bear gut with red trim that was sewn together with blue thread. It has polar bear designs on it. The polar bear in the middle has a red dyed design and the two on the sides are circle designs that are dyed in blue. My mother also made this gut basket.

Sighnameng ulimaaghuuq una kakiyaghqalghutak. Sungaghyugmeng kavilingugmeng iqeghtaqaameng esnelaghtuq. Igqaraqhluni angqaperuketameng, kavilingugmengllu sungaghyugtamengllu.

This sewing basket was made out of walrus stomach. It has red and blue dyed seal gut for the trim. It also has red and blue dyed seal gut circles for the design.

Agaghtiiraagq

1 ¼ (H) x 1 ½ (W)
Bleached Sealskin, Polar Bear Fur, Black Thread

2 (H) x 1 ¾ (W)
Bleached Sealskin, Polar Bear Fur, Black and Color Thread

Taakut agaghtiiraghet akituut qayughllak qepghaqaghllagulghiiit.
These hanging ornaments were more expensive because it takes a lot more work to make them. First, I drew a picture on the bleached sealskin. Then with black threads I embroidered the pictures. The pictures were like people from a long ago. They have polar bear sewn on them. Later on, I started sewing my great aunt’s face tattoos on my ornaments and doll faces.

My great-aunt said that she was not supposed to have any face tattoos because her clan did not want to carry on the tradition of women being tattooed. This was because long ago when girls became of age, they used to put tattoos on their faces. Girls with no tattoos used to be called tomboys. My great-aunt was not supposed to have any tattoos. Her two aunts gave her tattoos because putting on tattoos was a joy for them. Both her aunts had a lot of writings (tattoos) on themselves and they both gave each other tattoos all over their bodies. When everybody was sleeping, her two aunts gave her tattoos. When they were down to the one side of her hand, my aunt cried and woke up everybody because she was tired and sleepy, but she was not hurt. So her one hand was not completely done. There was nothing her parents could do as she already had the tattoos.

My mother found this Okvik artifact in Punuk Island on the beach around the 1970s. Old man Pelaasim told us this artifact once belonged to a very athletic man who wore it as a medallion. The medallion shows that he fights like a crab and will not let go of his opponent until it become useless and not able to fight anymore. When his opponents saw the medallion, they would not bother him because the image on the medallion showed everything about this person. This picture also symbolized his wife being right there with him.
Herminia’s Reflection

I was so honored to acquire this doll. It is not about the great details, craftsmanship, or the accessories of this doll, but the combination of two generations of sewing wisdom that went into it.
Taqughutaq


This hair barrette is made with a western style of bleached skin type leather with dyed red/orange materials. It is made with white calf leather and in the center of the barrette is a flower design cutout. It is tagged with black threads in the center of the flower as petals. Right in the center of the flower, there is a bead sewn on to hold it. On the outer part of the flower, it is sewn with red threads to hold the flower around as stitches. On the top of the flower there is a blue dyed polar bear skin piece on it. Ruthelle also used beaded stitches here as well as the bottom.

There are beads stranded together like they do with baby coveralls or baby belts. They are stranded and sewn on the bottom, and in the center, there is a bell as they used it to make thinks like this. She saw Herminia as one of her adopted daughters though she is a grown-up woman. My mother put a baby bell design on the barrette to express her feelings and herself. I have made many barrettes like my mother did because she taught me how to make barrettes. She was always wiser and smarter and with many ideas to make barrettes. She not only used flowers as designs, but she designed them with animals and people who are doing something.

Herminia’s Reflection

When Ruthelle gave me this barrette few years ago, I was intrigued by the design, and the dyed purple color of the polar bear. She told me it had a baby belt design on it. I did not fully understand the true meaning behind the gift until much later on my second trip to Savoonga in September 2009. It was at the high school gym during a dance performance when I saw Elaine’s grandson come in with a traditional baby belt, made by Elaine, wrapped around his baby cover-all. I was in tears when I realized how special this barrette was for her then and for me now.
Up-close and Personal

Through the years, I received several gifts from Ruthelle and Elaine. Each one has a special story, and each has touched my heart. These objects introduced me to their way of life and culture. Their connection to the land and animals was always to the forefront of all that I observed. It gave me an opportunity to learn the essence embodied in their way of life, and in time gain understanding.

I remember Elaine once told me how respectful they are of animals. They honor the sacrifice from animals to humans. One example is collecting ivory dust during the carving and finding a way of using it. If they cannot find further ways of using the materials, they would dig a hole, bury the land animal, and take the sea animal back to the ocean.

In 2004, I learned the traditional method of measuring for making clothes. Ruthelle offered to make me a personal qiipaghaq (kuspuk) in traditional St. Lawrence Island style. The way she took measurements was something of wonder. She used no tape measure—only a ball of yarn. She took the width of my shoulder, the length of my arm, and the length from my shoulder to knees with several strings of yarn. Then, she rolled them into a small ball, and put it in her pocket. Those were my measurements! I was amazed that she could remember which string belonged to which part. Well, she surely knew because the kuspuk was beautiful and fitted perfectly!

Later, Ruthelle gave me a barrette, also known as a hair clip, made from dyed polar bear fur. I was intrigued by the design and a metal bell at the end of the string. She told me it had a “baby belt” design on it. I did not fully understand the true meaning behind the design until much later. During my second trip to Savoonga in 2009 and at a traditional dance performance, I saw Elaine’s grandson wearing a traditional baby belt that she had made. It was wrapped around his baby coveralls. I finally realized the true meaning of the “baby belt” design on the barrette—so she can hear the sound of the bell and know where I am. So meaningful and special was this barrette for her then, and for me now.

Conclusion

This project describes the relationships Elaine had with her mother and grandmother and how she learned traditional techniques of using sewing tools, and other techniques to become such a skilled sewer.

The sewing art of the Siberian Yupik is indeed distinctive, both in its artistic merit and in its adherence to the time-honored traditions of their culture. Each object tells a story and reflects intricate craftsmanship. These artworks come from the land, through the hands of the artisan, and finally to us—a unique representation of Art in the North—both contemporary and traditional.
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